Better working!

ForkCoatings
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CROC ForkCoatings

+

Slip resistance

+

Once mounted, CROC coatings immediately increase
safety and efficiency during the transport of goods.

+

Noise reduction

Protect loads
Avoid scratches

+

Increase fork safety: no more
tripping hazards

CROC coatings efficiently reduce risks and save time, money and trouble by minimized damages of transported goods
and possible insurance cases, less clearing work and smooth transport processes.

CROC

Top workmanship and high-quality materials for the tough day-to-day use
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Polyurethane made
in Germany

Standard collision
protection at the fork

High-tech
special adhesive for
permanent coating

1000-fold approved
in practice

The competence of
Europe´s No. 1 fork
manufacturer

High abrasion and
cut resistance

vettercroc.com
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CROC ForkCoatings

Clever Helpers

Perfectly matched to the application

Retrofittable solutions for short-term alternating applications!

GEKKO Magnetic anti-slip layer

Temporary slip resistance and noise reduction in the fork blade
Polyurethane red
Surface without tread
0.2“ / 0.39“ thick

Polyurethane blue
Surface without tread
0.2“ thick / FDA-certified*
(food application)

Polyurethane red
Profiled surface
0.28“ thick

GrippFix black
0.32“ mm thick

GrippFix white
0.24“ thick
(food application)

Spray coating
for all-around coatings and
complex surface geometries
from 0.12“ thickness

Slip resistance in
dry condition

Slip resistance in
wet condition

Plastic pallet

Cage box

Wooden
pallet

Plastic pallet

Point load**

Area load***

Acids / Alkalis

Gasoline / oil

High-pressure
cleaner

Cage box

Steel plates

Steel boxes

Noise reduction

Wooden
pallet

Resistance

Cage box

Coating material

Polyurethane
Profiled surface / 0.28“ thick
FDA-certified* (food application)
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Polyurethane
Surface without tread
0.2“ thick
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Polyurethane
Surface without tread
0.39“ thick
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Polyurethane with profiled
surface / 0.28“ thick
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Spray coating
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Satisfying

“Blank” fork
without coating

KOALA Impact protector

Temporary collision protection in the fork back

with velcro strips

magnetic

Definition
++ Very good

+ Good

- Sufficient

- - Unsuited

* FDA certification: Certificate for the use in the food industry (US-Food and Drug Administration)
** Point load: Steel boxes, shelves, cage boxes, flat steel
*** Area load: Pallets, Containers with entry pockets, Sheets
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CROC ForkCoatings
Versatile and individual

CROC coating blue on the
fork blade (food sector)

Forks with profiled CROC coating

SpecialForks with CROC coating red
as collision protection in the fork back

CROC coating red: noise reduction when transporting steel plates

Special fork extensions with
spray coating

Well-proven, solid collision protection
at the fork tip
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CROC-coated fork extensions transport concrete tubes quiet and careful

GrippFix coating for transports in wet conditions with high area load

CROC coating red

CROC coating, surface without tread

BIGForks with CROC special coating
0.12“ on the fork blade and
polyurethane red in the fork back

vettercroc.com

5 good reasons for VETTER:
1. Trust in the competence and experience of a world-wide leading fork manufacturer.
2. Fast and independent decisions - that is what VETTER stands for since 1889.
3. 	You have access to the largest fork program worldwide, standard or customized, in all sizes,
for each and any application and always with an eye to your individual demands.
4. Take part in revolutionizing the logistics of the future:
VETTER is leader in the field of forks for Logistics 4.0.
5. Individual service – personally and on site.
Logistics is future
... and VETTER provides the tool:

VETTER in Burbach / Germany

THE FORK*****

At your service - worldwide!
VETTER Forks, Inc.
' +1 717 753 3913
É contact@forks.com
Ħ vettercroc.com
1711 Opportunity Avenue
Chambersburg, PA 17201
USA

Follow VETTER on:
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